
SILLY SENTENCES
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Parts Of
Speech
Grades 

3-5



SILLY SENTENCES
SILLY SENTENCES is a fun way to review parts of speech at the beginning of a school 
year or to review what students have learned at the end of a school year.

Includes cards for all essential parts of speech plus blank cards to make your own. 
Print cards for each part of speech.  You should have more cards than students in 
case a student wants to trade*

pronoun
article
8 cards

*make copies so each 
student gets 1

nouns
48 cards

adjectives
40 cards

verbs
40 cards

adverbs
40 cards

prepositional
phrases
40 cards

Place cards in a bowl or basket. ONE bowl/basket for each part of speech.  I invite 
kids to come up and take 1 card from each basket. They return to their seat and 
create their sentence on their desk.

*I give students the chance to trade ONE of their cards.
If time, have the kids share their sentences out loud to the class or with a small 
group of classmates.



SILLY SENTENCES
Students write their sentences, label the parts of speech, then draw an illustration. 
*Students can include speech bubbles.



SILLY SENTENCES

PRONOUN
ARTICLE

ADJECTIVE NOUN

VERB ADVERB PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE



SILLY SENTENCES



SILLY SENTENCES



Our My

His Her

Your Their

The A



beautiful brave

cheerful

cute delightful

friendly funny

colorful



grumpy happy

hungry

lazy prickly

puzzled shiny

jolly



shy silly

sleepy

tired wild

worried young

smiling



afraid annoying

enormous

intelligent impolite

old unique

enthusiastic



adorable allergic

excellent

itchy icky

orange ugly

eccentric





apple alligator

baby

car

dog elephant

baseball

dinosaur



egg frog

firetruck

clock cowboy

house iguana

giraffe



kangaroo jack-o-
lantern

duckling

surfer snake

kitten guitar

teacher



pineapple phone

purse

lamp plant

robot ring

shoe



star lion

zebra

policeman pig

hamster football 
player

ballerina



fork pencil

cactus

kite witch

octopus pizza

flower





bounces cries

dances drinks

eats jumps

laughs paints



plays reads

runs screams

sneezes skips

giggles yawns



shops sings

sleeps walks

whistles swims

flies sits



hops hugs

chews tickles

kicks juggles

drives skates



tip-toes bounces

jogs waits

speaks talks

listens points





excitedly repeatedly

impressively joyously

noisily quickly

slowly bravely



daintily easily

energetically happily

angrily carefully

lazily quietly



excitedly repeatedly

impressively joyously

noisily quickly

slowly bravely



daintily easily

energetically happily

angrily carefully

lazily quietly



daintily easily

energetically happily

angrily carefully

lazily quietly





in the shower in the pool

at the 
playground at the park

in the ocean at the beach

in the garden in the rain



on a skateboard on a trampoline

on the stairs on my bed

near a 
Christmas tree

near my friends

with my mom
with my brother 



at Disneyland at school

under an 
umbrella under the sea

down the twirly 
slide

down the 
mountain trail

up the steep hill on a surfboard



in the hot 
dessert

in the cold snow

above the 
clouds

under a rainbow 

in a large box on a train

in outer space
in a cornfield



with a dragon in a fish bowl

on a roller 
coaster at sunset

during my 
birthday party

during 
Thanksgiving 

dinner

on the moon
at the airport
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